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Seeing events happen in Africa from an African perspective has been the
most important product of my trip. It's not that I've returned with a lot of
informatim that nobody in the United States has. In fact, I'm persuaded that
the factual intelli'Jenes availcJ:>le here is far greater than it is in Africa.
But what counts for me is the different feel I have gained on the site of
important struggles.
I have tried to synthesize what information I have into sane tentative
reflections.
THE

STRUGGLE FOR ZIHBABWE

ZANU and Mozambique: I arrived in Mozambique on the hee Is of news that after
weeks of indecision Carter had granted a visa to Smith and his government.
When I left the States, I was persuaded that if this happened it would be
because Carter wanted to get the right wing in the Senate off his back and
because the issue of fair play and first amendment rights made liberals uneasy about denying Smith a chance to put his case.
Neither ZANU nor the t10zambican gOlTernment saw it that way. These raticnales, which they had already heard from the United States, did not wash.
They saw the Smith visit as part of a double game that the US and UK had
been playing.
On the one side, the US/UK had been pushing an all-parties conference
m the basis of the Anglo-American proposals. In early July, they had informed the Frontline States and the Patriotic Front that Smith would be
willing to come notwithstanding the disapproval of Sithole and Muzorewa.
All that remained was for the site to be selected. Botswana or Zambia were
suggested. Then it became clear that Great Britain and the United States were
doing sane secret lnaneuvering, with the assistance of Zambia and Nigeria. on
August 14th Nkomo, Smith, and the former Nigerian Foreign Minister, Commissioner Garba, had met, without the foreknowledge of Mugabe, to discuss the
possibility of a settlement on the basis of bringing the Patriotic Front into
the internul. settlerr.ent. Shortly thereafter, the Americans and the British
circulated what was described as ~tim B as an alternative to Option A,
which had been tha previous basis of conversation. (See text attached.) In
effect, the provision for elections before independence, which had been a
praninent part of the Anglo-American plan, was scrapped. Instead, a transitional government blending the Patriotic Front and the internal settlement
leaders walld rule under the chairmanship of Nkomo.

Seen in this context, the granting of the visa to Smith seemed to be a
oounter balance placed on the scales of power tipped too far toward the liberatioo movement. By strengthening the \'leak pole of the dialectical process,
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the West hoped to insure a middle solution, a blending that would eliminate
extremes, and secure a compromise which the West would mediate and control
to secure its economic and security interests.
Top ZANU leaders stressed with me their anger at what they saw as
duplicity. The West had kept on talking about democracy and elections as
the proper basis for a settlement in order to determine what the people of
Zimbabwe really wanted. But then in July it became clear that ZANU had
control of a large portion of the country, that it would win any fair election process and that Muzorewa and Sithol~ had destroyed their popular following by participating in the internal settlement government and its savage brutalities. The West then changed its tune. What it wanted now was
a military dictatorship. They looked to Nkomo to pull their chestnuts out
of the fire, by leading an improved internal settlement government. This
is how ZANU sees it.
At the same time, the West is seen to be using Zambia as the tool of
its purpose. Mozambique believes as do a number of respected journalists
that when the IMF granted its loan to Zambia, opening the border to the
south and reintegrating the Zambian economy with Rhodesia and South Africa
was one of the conditions. The story about the necessity of bringing in
fertilizers for Zambia is seen as a convenient fiction to cover the truth,
which is that the traffic across the border will carry everything in both
directions. Kaunda had come to Machel in early fall to plead with him to
go to the United Nations and ask that sanctions against the Rhodesian regime be lifted.
These tactics have deeply threatened the fragile unity of the Frontline
States. The meeting in Dar es Salaam in early November was an attempt to
try to patch something up at least on a personal level. Machel, whose
country has suffered enormous losses to its revenues, its economic development and its personnel to sustain the Zimbabwe struggle was deeply angered
by Zambia's unilateral action, and did not attend the meeting. Tanzania
was also upset. Tanzania has not been paid its debts by Zambia; many railway cars of the TAZARA railway are believed to be in use in Zambia and elsewhere without Tanzania's consent.
Mozambique's analysis of the situation is made clear in the penetrating statement of Samora Machel to the press corps on September 15th, which
I reoammend as required reading.
The Mozambican position is this: They primarily want a Zimbabwe that
is free. They do not want a Zimbabwe that is dominated by whites, as it is
now, nor one in which there is a precondition that ZiIll.babwe must be a
capitalist country nor one which retains the present security apparatus.
"We have no quarrels with those who opt for capitalism if that is their
choice. The choice is not ours to make," I was to ld. Coming to power as
a result of the free choice of the people of Zimbabwe, a popular government
can then establish policies in accordance with what the people want. Foreign aid should not be tied in with preconditions but should respect the
people's choice.
Mozambique's own handling of the issue of socialism was cited to me to
show that the proper way is not to impose Marxism but to ask the people
what they really want and to ask them if socialism will deliver what they
really want.
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Both Machel and Nyerere now understand from what David Martin calls
"impeccable" sources that ZANU has control of a very large part of Zimbabwe.
ZANU claims to have 80% of the country as its "operational area". However,
this does not yet mean that there ·are truly liberated areas in more than a
restricted number of places. However, I was assured that alternative
health systems and education was now becoming a reality. Nathan Shimurara
and Didemas Mutasa are now in Europe seeking funds for schools in the
liberated zones.
While Frelimo is critical of certain ZANU practices in the field of
public relations, its policy has always been to support those who are doing
the fighting for a genuine independence. Unlike some of the Frontline
States, the Mozambican government is convinced by its own struggle against
the Portuguese that a revolutionary war must be waged as a way of obtaining
power, and of clarifying the goals of the conflict. From this perspective,
ZANU has established itself in the eyes of Mozambique. h~i1e ZAPU has been
increasingly active inside Zimbabwe, ZANU has done a great deal of the
fighting, has a larger operational area and has demonstrated its skill at
mobilizing the rural peasantry in support of the war.
Mozambique will struggle to maintain the unity of the Patriotic
Front and of the Frontline States as the best way to avoid a civil war.
In spite of present strains, they feel that the ZAPU army would not support a separate peace with Smith and the internal settlement leaders.
nIt would be a big risk for Nkomo" one high source in the Mozambican govemment told me.
Clearly, what ZANU, Mozambique and Tanzania fear are further maneuvers
by the United States and Great Britain and their African allies and surrogates to isolate and disempower the Zimbabweans who have been carrying
the brunt and burden of the fight. They are particularly worried about the
danger of outright military intervention by the West.
The Attack by Rhodesia on ZAPU Camps in Zambia: I arrived in Zambia an the
fourth day after the heavy Rhodesian attack on ZAPU camps. Nkomo and Kaunda
had both held major press conferences on Sunday, the 22nd of October.
From my conversations with a number of journalists and from conversations
with several people who have been involved in relief work, the following
tentative and 7ery sketchy picture emerges:
Zambia was revealed to be incapable of defending her own air space
and of defending attacks on ZAPU camps. The leader of the Rhodesian air
squadron, Green Leader, communicated directly with the Lusaka tower at the
airport advising it of the forthcoming attack on the camps in the Lusaka
area, and instructing the controller to ground all planes. The tower complied. According to Kaunda, Zambia was forced to be realistic. Zambia
does not have the capacity to carry on a war with Rhodesia, he added. "I
will defend my people politically." The defense forces had not been given
sufficient weapons.
While the Rhodesians claimed to have hit 12 camps in the major raid,
it seems that they actually hit three major camp areas and certain facilities.
These were at Mkushi, 90 miles north of Lusaka, at Rufunsa 100 miles east,
and at FC camp just outside the capital. Satellite camps that were hit
included Mbaroma and Wonder Gorge. According to Nkomo, Mkushi camp con-
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tained 1633 persons of whom all but 34 were young girls who were being
trained for customs and immigration officials, medical service officers or
for welfare work. They had received military training only in the use of
small arms, but only 42 semiautomatic rifles, 2 bazookas and a light machine
guns had been available for self-defense.
The Rhodesians arrived at 11 in the morning with 3 or 4 bombers and 8
helicopters while the girls were having a meal. The Rhodesians asked a
girl instructor to call her group by whistle, which she did. 8 or 10
Rhodesian soldiers then demanded that she shoot them. When she refused,
they opened fire and shot them all down. 30 were killed by a grenade
hurled into a shelter where they were hiding. Some wounded had napalm
burns. Nkomo said that 100 or so had died but that another 192 were not
accounted for.
The attack on FC camp was apparently an attack on what was primarily a
refugee camp. According to a Reuters report, 226 persons died at FC (I
believe the camp is also called Chikumbi). This attack took place at
8:30 in the morning and was carried out by Canberras, Mirages and helicopter
gunships which bombed and strafed the camp.
According to a source in a relief agency, ZAPU lost $400,000 of material at the refugee camp. All of its clinics and its major warehouse were
destroyed.
There were so many wounded that the Zambian hospitals were unable to
cope with them. On October 27th, the Times of Zambia reported that 629
refugees had been rushed to hospital with injuries. By this time the paper
listed a total of 337 dead Zimbabweans along with 11 Zambian police and
Alick Mkhata, former deputy director of Zambian Broadcasting Services, who
was killed in an auto convoy. The total dead is propably in excess of
1,000 but no one is certain yet.
Nor is anyone certain of how much ZAPU was hurt militarily. Rafunsa
and Wonder Gorge were apparently military targets. The Rafunsa base had
an airstrip which the Rhodesians continued to use. On Friday, the day
after the initial attack, they flew in a planeload of journalists who were
then helicoptered to various camps to see and photograph the results of
the attacks. Besides the humiliation, there may have been heavy losses
of military equipment although this is not certain.
There are a number of theories as to why Rhodesia chose to attack ZAPU
and Zambia at the very moment when secret negotiations under Western auspices were probing possibilities of installing Nkomo.
1) It would nullify the possibility of a Patriotic Front acceptance of
the all-parties conference which Smith had just announced in Washington
that he was prepared to accept. The model for this is South Africa's raid
on Kassinga which came a few days after South African acceptance of the
Western Five's plan for Namibia.
2) To make a pre-emptive strike against ZAPU to disrupt a possible
rainy-season offensive.
3) To demonstrate to the white population that the loss of the Air
Rhodesia plane would not go unavenged.
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4) To break Nkomo's will to resist the lure of a deal by crushing the
morale of the ZAPU army which has been clamoring for more military action.
5) To demonstrate to Zambia Rhodesia's military dominance at a point
where Kaunda is being challenged by internal forces to his right that want
more accomodation with Rhodesia, and an end to support for ZAPU's army.
A costly and humiliating raid could influence the upcoming vote in December.
6) Personal vengeance-taking against Nkomo by Muzorewa, who does not
want him in the internal settlement and who was the chairman of the Executive Council in October.
on
ZAPU: I arrived in Zambia right after the attacks/ZAPU camps. It was obviously a very emotional time and a crisis time as well. Journalists from
western cQuntries were very unpopular with ZAPU.

David Martin, the journalist for the London Observer, urged me to make
my contacts with ZAPU through Mr. Edward Ndlovu, head of Research and
Special Projects. Unfortunately, Mr. Ndlovu took me to be a journalist and
so he immediately referred me to Mr. Ncube, who expressed great interest in
our work. He is particularly anxious to receive any information we have
regarding American corporations which have investments in Rhodesia. I
gave him some of our materials and the Corporate Data Exchange book on bank
loans to South Africa.
When Mr. Ncube realized that I was not primarily a journalist, he was
most anxious for Edward Ndlovu to set something up for me with the ZAPU
political people at Zimbabwe House, but this did not prove to be practical
as the latter had already left.
The Effect of the New Western Strategy on the Patriotic Front and its Backers:
There can be little doubt that Zambia is very vulnerable to outside pressures.
The government is under the influence of businesses such as Lonrho and AngloAmerican which have investments in Zambia, in Rhodesia and in South Africa.
Lusaka is filled with foreign spies and intelligence operations. Its air
force is only 24 planes; its Rapier anti-aircraft system is outmoded and
in bad state of maintenance. Five missiles fired last April malfunctioned.
The IMF has apparently insisted not only on opening the route to the south
but also on less defense spending. At a meeting in Kano, Nigeria this summer between Callaghan and Kaunda, arrangements were made for Britain to
send in military assistance on a grant basis. The first shipment amounted
to some #2 million of anti-aircraft; other equipment was scheduled to arrive
on October 28th, with a contingent of British technical assistance troops.
Reports in Europe say that 4,000 Nigerian troops are to be sent to Zambia.
But these reports have not been confirmed.
Seen from the perspective of ZANU, Mozambique and Tanzania, these are
aninous developments. The West seems to them intent not only on splitting
the Patriotic Front but on some form of military intervention using Zambia
as a base. The West has apparently persuaded Nigeria to be the spokesman
for a Western-oriented moderate (i.e. cap~talist) solution in Zimbabwe.
Not only did former foreign minister Garba sit in on the smith-Nkomo meeting, but Obassanjo himself has intervened with the Frontline Presidents to
argue that Nkomo must be "imposed 11 • These maneuvers are seen as primarily
the work of David Owen with the support of the American Secretary of State.

Owen faces criticism from his own backbenchers such as Alex Lyon, a barrister MP from York who has recently returned from a month's tour of Africa.
He is reported to have said, lilt is worrying to hear from many sources that
David Owen is trying to install Joshua Nkomo as president of Zimbabwe and
has intervened to undermine the fragile unity of the Patriotic Front and the
Frontline States." (Guardian, Nov. 7) Hike Terry at the British AntiApartheid movement stressed to me that British military intervention was
beyond its capability given its Irish commitment, and it would face left
opposition. But still, a small contingent with Commonwealth support and
military backing from countries such as Migeria is certainly feasible and
could be introduced to restore "legality" with Rhodesian co-operation •.
South African military involvement is bound to increase.
with the backing of Nyerere and Machel, Mugabe has undertaken a diplomatic offensive to repair fences that have been broken by ZANU's emphasis
on Maoist ideology and Chinese support. Mugabe has had two long substantive talks with Castro which are understood to have gone well. In response
to a plea that ZANU at least be given parity with Z.~U in terms of arms and
training, Castro is understood to have said he could not spare any military
equipment but that he would increase the liaison in Maputo, and see what
could be done in the area of training and non-military aid. Also in the
last three months Mugabe has visited Sofia (Bulgaria), Vietnam, and Ethiopia,
as part of this diplomatic offensive to gain the support of the Soviet-aided
states. ZA~m offices are to be set up in Sofia, Hanoi, Addis and Havana.
ZANU is confident that cordial relations with the Soviet union will follow
upon good relations with its allies. At the same time there is concern not
to lose Chinese support if it can be helped. They do not wish to be a prisoner of Soviet-Chinese hostility but yet, in fact, China has been cutting back
on deliveries over the last two years and is understood to be upset by the
new ZANU moves. There is thus a danger that at the moment of ZANU's greatest success, the West will apply pressure and ZANU will lose Chinese support
without gaining Soviet help. While Zk~U seems confident, many qualified
observers are skeptical that the Soviet Union or Cuba will do very much in
view of Nkomo's strong opposition to their helping ZANU directly.
In this effort ZANU has the strong support of Machel and Nyerere.
They have both urged on the Soviet Union the importance of supporting the
Patriotic Front not only on the ZAPU side but on the side of ZANU, which has
been doing a sreat deal of the fighting. If the west does succeed in
splitting the Patriotic Front and does persuade Nkomo and ZAPU to establish
a transitional government in combination with the present internal settlement
government, the USSR might find itself in a very embarrasing situation.
It might find itself on the same general side as South Africa and the western
powers. Machel is understood to have told the Soviets that they should read
John Stockwell's book on Angola.
Zimbabwean Refugees in Mozambique: Zimbabwean refugees are now concentrated
in three camps: Tronga in Sofala province near Chibabava; Doroi in Manica
near Chimoio and a third in Tete province. Doroi has about 30,000 at the
moment; Tronga 17,000 and the Tete camp something over 20,000 or a minimum
of some 70,000 in all.
All of the camps are run by the Mozambican government through a Center
for the Support of Refugees which is part of the President's office. It
runs the camps, is responsible for security and for supplies through its
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base in Beira.
on Thursday, October 19th, I visited Tronga camp for about 3 hours.
I left Beira at 5 in the morning in company with a driver and a translator
from the Center. We arrived at the gate of the camp at 8:15 in our speedy
Toyota jeep but our papers lacked one thing: an o.k. from the district officer
in Chibabava 36 kilometers further up the dirt track; that took another two
hours. The commander of the camp was a policeman from Beira who was chosen
primarily because he spoke good English. Although he had not had any previous
administrative experience, he seemed to have a very clear and purposeful sense
of organization.
In the administrative center, which is a large cane and mud hut lined with
mealie-meal bagging, he laid out for me the following census:
Of the 17,000 persons 6,300 are students ranging in age from infants to
18 years, 6,800 are in the age bracket 18-25 of whom 5,006 are males and 1,794
are females; 1,440 are in the 25-60 age bracket of whom 1,010 are males and
430 are females and there are 16 over 60 of whom 9 are men and 7 are women.
460 of the youngest group are under the age of 7 who have come without their
parents. In many cases they come from villages which have been destroyed in
the war. When the Patriotic Front fighters find these orphans they turn them
over to Frelimo at the border. They are taken care of in creches. In some
cases it has been found necessary to ask some one to sleep with them at night
to give them security.
A year earlier the count at the camp was 10,000.
When I asked why the preponderance of men in the census, I was told that
"men are more oppressed in the country. They feel it more than women especially because they are forced into military work." one Zimbabwean whom I
talked to for some minutes said that he simply did not want to fight on either
side. When he was threatened with having to join the Rhodesian army, he
escaped into the mountains and made his way to Tronga on foot. Frelimc·
asked him if he wished to have military training or wished to be in a rerugee
camp. He chose the latter. Frelimo emphasized to me that they give every
refugee a free choice of being a refugee or being a military recruit.
The biggest need is clothing. The camp can use almost any amount of any
kind, new or used. For the next six months or so the weather will be reasonably
hot so lighter clothing is needed but later on it will be winter again when it
can get quite cold in these upland areas. But there is no need to preselect
the kind of clothing; all kinds are welcome. When I arrived, a fresh shipment
had come in from the United States and was being distributed out of what had
been a small grocery store at the camp entrance. It was used clothing in burlap bales. It may well have been the AFSC shipment.
Another real need is educational equipment. There is no lack of qualified
teachers. At the moment a school is under construction but it is only at the
foundation level. So classes are held informally under trees. In some cases
teachers are simply people who have completed Form 6 or persons who have learned
reading and writing and other skills from being servants in white houses.
There are plenty of people who sew but there is no cloth or thread, even
though they have 10 sewing machines. Educational materials that would be useful
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would be exercise books, blackboards, chalk, ballpoint pens, pencils and textbooks of every kind.
There is a small clinic building built by the refugees out of homemade
cement blocks with a storeroom and a dispensary where shots are administered.
When I visited the storeroom I was shown the available medicines which covered
two shelves in a space about 3' by 4 by 2. UNICEF is supposed to resupply in
December and again in June but there seems to be a fear of running short long
before then. The main sicknesses are malaria and diahoerria. The latter is
aggravated by the fact that the camp water supply comes from unfiltered and
unboiled river water which is also used for bathing and washing. Plans for a
filter or for boiling the water have not been executed because of lack of
materials and technical support. The commander stressed the need for Choloroquin, antibiotics, poly-vitamins, anti-parasite drugs and anti-diahoerria
remedies. There is no refrigerator, so vaccines have to be kept in Beira.
The Red Cross and the UN make deliveries to Beira to the Mozambican government,
where the medicines are classified and sorted but there are shortages in Beira
also.
The basic food continues to be mealy meal, a white porridge which is cooked
in some 20 cornmuncal kitchens in the open. The camp administrator had planned
last year a garden with some 500 hectares in millet. But because of the rainy
season, other food supplies could not be delivered and in desperation the
people gathered the millet before it was ripe because there was so much hunger.
This year a Caterpillar bulldozer has been opening up more land, enough
to make the camp completely self-sufficient in vegetables and other food crops.
The land has never been used for crops and looks quite fertile although a little
heavy. But now the whole plan has been disrupted by the Rhodesian enemy.
In September the Rhodesian air force flew over with leaflets, which told the
refugees that the war was over and that they should come home. The Rhodesians
thought that the refugees would not know what was going on. The result was
that a very large number of the refugees took to the bush for fear that there
would be a bombing raid that would kill people as they had at Nyazonia. While
most have now returned, they are afraid to work in the fields or to be in the
open. They fear that bombs will be dropped from planes coming in low with no
advance warning. The day before I came, the Frelimo commander had sent sane
people into the field to work but he feels his plan has been set back very
seriously. He has only one tractor, which is not in operating condition.
There is a small supply of hoes, which are the heavy African kind with short
handles locally made in Mozambique. More could be purchased if there were
money for it.
There will be one improvement over last year. A large storehouse in the
camp itself will be complete by the end of November. Even though this is a
month after the start of the rains, it should enable food to be delivered and
stored in large quantities before the roads become impassable again. When I
was there, the walls were up and were waiting for the roof trusses to be
hoisted by hand and the floor was yet to be prepared. It will be a very
large structure, sane 50' by 100' I would judge.
The political organization of the camp is the responsibility of Frelimo.
Each group of 500 is under the direction of a Frelimo responsable. There is
no refugee political structure as such, although there probably is a lot of
political education being done by persons loyal to the Patriotic Front.
All work is done under the direction of Frelimo. As far as I could see there
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was no evidence at all of Patriotic Front organization. There is a sense of
isolation. There are no radios or newspapers available to tell what is going
on in the war, and yet one has the sense that the refugees have an overall
feel of the situation.
There is clearly no way to defend the camp against attack. Frelimo relies
on the international law protecting refugees, and the fact that refugees are
clearly segregated from the Patriotic Front military forces.
Physically, the camp is very well situated on relatively level ground with
many trees and b'l:.sh. The huts are pleasantly arranged over a large area,
constructed of native materials, tree li.ws, canes, mud, etc. New huts were
being constructed while I was there. Refugees who are carpenters and cabinet
makers have made beds, chairs, etc. Women and men are housed separately. There
is an effort being made to reduce the numbers of people in w'y one hut to a
maximum of fifteen so as to eliminate the dangers of passing contagious diseases such as flu from person to person.
In spite of my having deliberately raised the question with the Ministry
of Information and being assured that I could t~~e photocgraphs, I was not
allowed to take any photos at the camp. This w~s evidently a regulation that
has been passed in the last month or so and is a standing order. The commandant was regretful but firm. He needed to have a special written order
both from the Ministry of Information and the C9nter for the Support of Refugees.
The reason for the regulation may be security, in view of the recent Rhodesian
raids.
Trying to sum up my feelings of the situation at the end of my visit, I
said to the commander of the camp: "This must be terribly frustrating job for
you. It seems to me that the only answer to your problems will come when the
war is over." He smiled sadly and said, "Of course."
I asked him if he had any questions. He said, "Yes. You come from a
capitalist country. Yet you support Frelimo and the Patriotic Front. You
are here and not in jail. How is this possible?" I found that a very
interesting question.
Zimbabwean Refugees in Botswana: There are at the present time about 14,000
to 15,000 Zimbabwean refugees in Botswana, disposed at Francistown, Selebi pikwe
and Dukwe. A S~~A (Southern Africa News Agency) report dat~d June, 1978 on
conditions there gives a detailed aCCOQ~t and since I did not visit there, I
can only refer to it. While I was in Gaborone, the Botswana government announced
that it intended to transport all Zimbabwean males of military age (estimated to be 9000 persons) out of the country, presumably to Z::unbia. The
difficulty, however, is that transportation is not available to accomplish
this nor is it clear that Zambia is in any cond;~ion ~o ar.c~ot thp.m.
There are a number of Zimbabwean refugees at the University of Botswana.
I was told by Mark Harrison at the Botswana Council cf Churches that he believes that the majority are ZANU by a 3-to-2 margin. I had an opportunity to
talk to two of the more ideologically-oriented leaders of the Zimbabwe group
one night. One of them had already had combat eX;lerience in ZL.'1lbabwe. They
expressed the hope that the support movement in the United States could become more forthrightly socialist in its orientation. Wnen were we going to
have our revoluticn? one of them asked.
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The flood of refugees out of South Africa which occurred after Soweto has
slowed to a trickle. It is clear that Rots\'lana is too vulnerable a olace, t~
clearly under South African an0. Rhodesian econor.Uc domination to pennit it a
liberal attitude t~Jard refugees.
There are about 100 young black South Africans nOft' in Gaborone, living
in what is called the "farm-' on the outskirts. There are probably upwards of
500 in the country altoqether. Because each refugee gets an alloJance of 30
pula ($36) a month, they are living in 3-bedrOOM houses with 15 or More people
in a house. ~fuile they like beina close to home and feel at home culturally
in Botswana, they realize now that it is not a good place to he. "·10st of them
are trying to leave for Europe or the United States to continue stu~ies at
colleges or universities, but they find it difficult to orove their scholastic
backgrounds without adequate records. Scholarship programs such as lUFF,
African-~~erican Institute and Phelps-Stokes/Moton Institute are em~hasizing
vocational and technical training; liheral arts and ~olitical sciences have a
very lOt" priority but this is ,,-mat many of the refuCfees say they tJant.
One South African refugee named !~annla had started a culturpl center called
Thuka which had sponsored two shows by South African artists and a literary
newsletter but the enterprise seems to be winding down. Mandla hopes to come
to D.C. and go to Howard, as do a number of others.
11ark Harrison, \",ho t<1Orked for the Pashington Office on Africa for a while
last year, has been trying to help them with their ap~lications and trying t8
speed up the bureaucratic problems and has been a friend to many of the refugees.
I had a chance while in Gaborone to talk to Harry Nen~.~nkhulu, one of
the foundin(J members of SASO, t\'ho has been teaching at the University of Botswana. He gave me a synopsis of the history of the Black Consciousness ~tove
mente He confinned that at the present time, BCl'1 has to operate inside South
Africa as a semi-clandestine operation with cells of 1, 2 or 3 persons and
not as any kind of aboveground organization. He clearly does not have a hiQh
reqard for Tsietsi :1ashinini, "1hom he referred to as a self-proclaimed "resident genius" of Sot'1eto. He sai~ that r·1ashinini is now seen as a protege of tke
"ligerian government. !'Jhen he canes to Botswana, he stays at the Commissioner
of Nigeria's residence. This does not aad to his popularity among the students.
Harry's own plans at the moment are to enter the practice of law in Gaborone
so as to allow himself more time for political worl:.
Some observers and South African students say Harry is resenten because
adr.linistrators of student progra'Tls look to him for guidance as to 1I1hich students should be supported and tmich not. He also seems to have access to a
lot of money.

the

I also had a chance to talk with Chris f-,loods and Julian Sturgeon tlTho act
as independent journalists journalists for S1\~JA, the South African !'lews ~CJency,
tmich crets a good part of its funds through ItmF (Internatiooal University
Exchange Fund).
Toods and Sturgeon are both white refugees from SOuth Africa,
although Sturqeon was born in BotSto1ana , \lhich makes his presence in BotsftJana
more politically viable in the present cirCUl'lstances. '.TOOOS was at one time a
banned person in South Africa. They \\1ould like to move frOM their 'ltonthly
single newssheet to a newsletter format like the f-lashinqton !,:otes on Africa.
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Sturgeon says that he has seen the Wiehahn Commission's recommendations:
that only Africans with section 10 rights will in effect be allowed to be
members of registered African trade unions; contract laborers would be excluded. This would mean that as the bantustans get independence, the number
of African trade unionists would be reduced in parallel sequence. Officials
of African trade unions would be obliged to take courses at the University of
South Africa and would then be certified by the Government after security and
other checks. It is thus apparent that no politically-oriented persons will
be permitted into leadership spots.

APPF.NDIX

The following are the texts of Options A and B which were ~irculated to the
Patriotic Front in late August and September, 1978 by Ambassador ~~e and
John Graham, the British-American Contact team:
Qption A
1. It is agreed that the Council during the transitien should be an executive
body.
2. Prior to elections it is inevitable that the Council should have legislative
aut-hority.

3. A Council mixing the Executive Council and the Patriotic Front will need to
be able to make decisions by majority vote and this will require a Chai~an.
4. The Chairman of the Council should be a
appointment.

s.

m~er

of the Council and an a9reed

A transitional constitution would be enacted by the British Parliament after
agreement and sanctions would. be liftec..

6. A state of emergency would exist at the start of the transition and be lifted
when the situation allowed.

7. Until elections and independence there would be a Resident commissioner
appointed by the British government after agreement and a U.N. presence.
8. The Resident Commissioner would have executive and legislative ~owers over
defense and law and order and certain reserve po~~rs over external relations.

9. The transitional constitution would provide for a Constitutional commission,
Human Rights Commission and an Electoral Commission which would report to
the Counci 1.

10. The Council would be charqed with holding at an aqreed time an electim and
introducing an agreed independence constitution.
11. Independence would be granted by the British Parliament
and the introduction of the independence constitution.

foll~ling

the elections

(The foregoing option is a synopsis of the Anglo-American plan for a transition to majority rule as discussed at the ~alta talks in January.)
Option B
1. It is aareed that the Council during the transition should be an executive
body.
2. Prior to the elections it is inevitable that the Council should have legislative authority.

3. A Council m~x~ng the Executive Council and the Patriotic Front will need to
be able to make decisions by majority vote and this will require a chairman.
4. The Chairman of the Council should be a meMber of the Council and an agreed
appointment.
5. A transitional constitution would be enacted by the British Parliament
after agreement and sanctions would be lifted.
6. A State of Emergency would exist prior to a referendum which would take place
at the earliest possible moment and would not require the registration of
voters.
7. In the period up to the referendum there would be a Resident Commissioner
appointed by the British Government after agreement and a U.N. presence.
8. The Resident Commissioner would have executive and legislative powers over
defense and law and order and certain reserve powers over external relations.
9. Independence would be granted by the British Parliament if the
approved the transitional constitution.

referendu~

10. The Resident Commissioner following the granting of independence would be
appointed by the Council.
11. The transitional constitution would provide for a Constitutional commission,
Human Rights Commission and an Flectoral Commissien, which would report to
the Council
12. The Council would be charged with holding at an agreed time an election and
introducing an agreed independence constitution.

